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In today's world, it is necessary for organizations especially educational institution to
keep up with the latest trend in technology. Technology changes practically everyday
and it is important for these organizations to explore the world of technology. The latest
hit on the market will be the Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity) fewer. Hotspot is created using
this Wi-Fi technology. Hotspot is a specific geographic location in which an access
point provides public wireless broadband network service to mobile visitors through a
WLAN. The main objective of this project is to do a research on hotspot and establish a
wireless environment to support the theories provided in this documentation. This
facility is provided for those with laptops and PDAs with wireless PC Card attached to
them. Their machines will be free from any cables or wires connecting to the network
port. They are basically mobile users and wireless LAN is ease to use as special
terminal or OS is not required to access the network. In the methodology chapter, author
discuses on the stages of development cycle used in conducting the study and research
on the project. The results and findings discuses on authors conclusions and research
diversion regarding the effort on establishing a hotspot in UTP. Author indicates the
succession of the research in forming a wireless environment and the factors involved in
setting up the Hotspot. The conclusion discusses on authors achievement in
implementing hotspot and also the future upgrades suggested by author herself in order
to improvise the research study in future.
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Wireless Local Area Network
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Study
Hotspot technology is currently spreading widely across the network world. As
we can see, many appliances are going online, not only computers but also
equipments such as hand phones and fax machines. Well, looking into this matter
is it efficient enough to use wired network when we can switch to a hassle free
mode - the wireless environment.
Many companies and institutions are acquiring network connections to access to
the internet. But looking into the traditional process, they have to be connected
via network cables. Cables have to be laid and port has to be assigned to each
computer or other electrical appliances in order for user to get online. Well,
laying out cables do acquire time and cost and in addition to that we will have
user to access internet at a static mode.
Looking into this matter, academic institutions, especially one as commercial as
University Technology Petronas, should allow its students and staffs to go
mobile in accessing to the network. Many other institutions and companies
(example :Starbucks and Kolej Damansara Utama) have acquired wireless
technology and thus enjoy a mobile online connection that allows user to access
network without having to look for ports and network cables. So why not a
Hotspot for UTP?
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1.1.1 What is Wireless LAN Networking
A Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is a flexible data communications
system that can either replace or extend a wired LAN to provide added
functionality. A traditional, wired local area network (LAN) sends packets of
data from one piece of equipment to another across cables or wires. A wireless
local area network (WLAN) relies instead upon radio waves to transfer data.
Data is superimposed onto a radio wave through a process called modulation,
and this carrier wave then acts as the transmission medium, taking the place of a
wire.
The importance of WLAN technology, however, goes far beyond just the
absence of wires. The advent of the WLAN opens up a whole new definition of
what a network infrastructure can be. No longer does an infrastructure need to be




Figure 1 : Basic Concept of Wireless Infrastructure Network
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1.1.2 What is hotspot?
Hotspot is a term for a location that offers Wi-Fi wireless internet access to the public. A
Hotspot is created by setting up a wireless network that uses the 802.11 standards.
Multiple users, with a wireless enabled device like a laptop or PDA, within range of the
base station's broadcast signal can share a broadband connection to get online at the
same time, and best of all, at very fast speeds.
1.1.3 What is wireless LANs Standards
The WLAN standards were started with the 802.11 standard, developed in 1997 by the
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers). This base standard allowed data
transmission of up to 2 Mbps. Over time, this standard has been enhanced. These
extensions are recognized by the addition of a letter to the original 802.11 standard,
including 802.1 la and 802.1 lb. The chart below details the various standards related to
802.11.
802.11 The original WLAN Standard. Supports 1 Mbps to 2 Mbps.
802.11a An IEEE specification for wireless networking that operates in the 5
GHz frequency range (5.725 GHz to 5.850 GHz) with a maximum 54
Mbps data transfer rate. The 5 GHz frequency band is not as crowded
as the 2.4 GHz frequency, because the 802.11a specification offers
more radio channels than the 802.11b. These additional channels can
help avoid radio and microwave interference.
802.11b -International standard for wireless networking that operates in the 2.4
GHz frequency range (2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz) and provides a
throughput of up to 11 Mbps. This is a very commonly used
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frequency. Microwave ovens, cordless phones, medical and scientific
equipment, as well as Bluetooth devices, all work within the 2.4 GHz
frequency band. This is the current wireless technology approved by
the government.
802.1 le Address quality of service requirements for all IEEE WLAN radio
interfaces.
802.1 If Defines inter-access point communications to facilitate multiple
vendor-distributed WLAN networks.
802.1 lg Similar to 802.11b, but this standard provides a throughput of up to 54
Mbps. It also operates in the 2.4 GHz frequency band but uses a
different radio technology in order to boost overall bandwidth.
802.1 lh Defines the spectrum management of the 5 Ghz band for use in Europe
and in Asia Pacific.
802.1H Address the current security weaknesses for both authentication and
encryption protocols. The standard encompasses 802.IX, TKIP, and
AES protocols.
Table 1: IEEE Standards
1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1 Problem Identification
There are thousands of students studying in UTP and the amount of labs provided here is
not sufficient enough to accommodate all the students at once. Labs are only open
during office hours and students who are not staying at Villages are not able to get
connected to the network. As a solution, alternatives should be given to students and
according to my perspective; UTP should provide hotspot in UTP. With hotspot, those
who have wireless card in their machine will be able to access the network without any
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cables attaching to it. This facility will be very helpful when it comes to group project
because the lab will be congested if all the students cramp the lab.
1.2.2 Significant of the Project
A hotspot is a limited-distance wireless LAN (WLAN) with the public access using
IEEE 802.11 standard technology. As for this project, the standard which is being used
will be the 108.11b. This international standard for wireless networking operates in the
2.4 GHz frequency range (2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz) and provides a throughput of up to
11 Mbps. This is a very commonly used frequency. Microwave ovens, cordless phones,
medical and scientific equipment, as well as Bluetooth devices, all work within the 2.4
GHz frequency band. Furthermore, is the current wireless technology approved by the
Malaysian government.
Access can be accomplished from notebook, PDA's and eventually mobile phones in the
near future which have built-in wireless support feature or equipped with optional
wireless devices. According to research done here at UTP, the students are supportive
about the idea of implementing a hotspot here. Furthermore, students will experience
the "always on" connection within the coverage area. The closer a student's machine to
the wireless access point, the stronger of signal and connectivity it has. Besides, UTP
should be in par with other institutes as WI-FI is the latest hit in current technology.
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1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objectives
The objectives that are to beachieved bythe end of this project:
1. To study the implementation of hotspot in UTP
2. Ways to secure the hotspot
3. The efficiency of hotspot
1.3.2 Scope of Study
The basic scope of study for this project will be to research about the current hit on
technology market; Wi-Fi and how to implement hotspot in UTP. As there were positive
encouragement from the students ofUTP, the efficiency and need ofhotspot is going to
be tested in the data communication lab. Based on the results obtained from this project,
the management of UTP can take this research into consideration before hotspot is
officially implemented in UTP.
1.3.3 Relevancy of the Project
One of our main sources of information is from the network, either the internet or the
intranet. We as students of UTP at times find it hard to communicate with each other if
in case of emergence. Besides, teamwork is encouraged here in UTP and it is difficult
for us in a group to rush into the labs to get connected to the network. Hotspot will be a
good solution as these students will be able to access the network according to their
leisure time. By providing this facility, it does not only help the students in UTP but
UTP will also be one of the few universities in Malaysia offering this service to its
students. As there is no full equipment to establish this hotspot in areas like cafes and
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our UTP library, the foundation will be established in UTP's Data Communication Lab.
Results of the efficiency and stability of the hotspot can be obtained once the wireless
environment is established.
Besides that, building a hotspot here in campus has got its own advantages. To list a
few will be:
1. Ease of installation - no cables involved.
2. Flexibility - with wireless network, students as well as the staffs of UTP can
work anywhere, anytime.
3. Easy to deploy - Wireless networks are easy to set up providing benefits in
areas whereas wiring is difficult to deploy.
4. High Performance - Today's wireless networks offer high performance and
bandwidth to keep all your essential applications and transactions running.
5. Cost Effective - Implementations do not require the expense or maintenance of
wiring
6. Protected (WEP) - Short for Wired Equivalent Privacy, a security protocol for




2.1 College sees benefits of wireless access
Petaling Jaya-based KDU, a private college, has been providing WiFi access to the Web
for its staff and students since 2001. In the beginning, the access was first limited to the
management and staffs of KDU. This step is taken to enable their staffs to be more
efficient in their work. According to the sales and marketing manager, WiFi network has
greatly benefited their department. Besides, sales and marketing teams typically use a
customer relationship management application to help customers and potential students
visualize the courses and information database.Now, KDU is providing the WI-FI access
to its students.
There has been many enquiries to the college at any time of the day and having WI-FI is
and advantage here. Having this facility, the staffs of KDU can dispense with having to
connect cables to LAN (local area network) ports and this enables them to move around
without being inhibited.
As for now, KDU owns 8 access points and a laptop computer equipped with WiFi NIC
(network interface card) gains access to the Internet. For the backhaul to the Internet
service provider (ISP), KDU leased two 2Mbps leased lines from Telekom Malaysia
Bhd; adding that the second 2Mbps line is redundancy backup line. The hotspot within
the college extends to common areas like the cafeteria, library and computer centre, as
well as the main auditorium.
Besides accessing the internet, the students of KDU are very active in KDU's e-
Community Network or KCN in short. The main purpose of this KCN is to encourage
the students to connect to a common "cyber meeting point" . In other words, this can be
considered a virtual community meeting place where the students and lecturers get
together. Among the activities organized by KCN will be
• student-lecturer discussions
• upload their assignments
• download timetables and schedules
The main difference of those with laptops and desktop PC will be that students who have
laptops have the advantages of being able to access the KCN anywhere, anytime. Some
of the benefits received by students and officials of KDU are such as:
•
•
Communication - Student lecturer discussion online, cyber meeting point for
students
Ease of study - uploading and downloading features (example; notes,
assignments, time tables, schedules)
Management - customer services, staffs efficiency at work
Always Online - network accessibility from anywhere and anytime
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2.2 Wireless network frees college students from computer labs
By Roger Harris, ScrippsMcclatchy Western Service
Foreign students of California Lutheran University (CLU) strongly agree that access to a
free wireless Internet network on campus makes it possible to keep on top of their hectic
schedule and stay in touch with their respective families.
Sitton a foreign student would like to cramp his MBA studies into one very short year to
be back to his hometown explains benefits that he gained from the wireless access in his
campus. Among the advantages of this service to the foreign students will be:
• check my e-mail on my laptop whenever I want
• check assignment online as soon as professors upload it
The wireless network allows him to better organize his time, collaborate online with
other students who are in other locations and more easily access data networks from
various "hot spots" around campus. In addition to the buildings, CLU's wireless network
is designed to provide access in various common areas outside where students can sit
against a tree or spread a blanket in the grass and do some work. Commuter students will
be able to work online between classes or whenever they like without scheduling their
lives around the hours of the computer labs.
Going wireless makes sense because an estimated 30 percent of CLU students have
laptop computers. It won't be long before virtually all students will have their own
laptop, PDA or other portable computer. Students now do not have to make an
appointment with the lecturer for product presentation. They just upload it and lecturers
can advice them at any time without problem. Students are also encouraged to access the
Internet via the wireless network during classes for extra reference.
Funding for the wireless network was provided in part by a grant from the W.M. Keck
Foundation. To access the network, students, faculty and staff must have a CLU e-mail
account and password and a wireless networking card.
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California State University, Channel Islands (CSUCI), also is building a wireless
network on its campus in Camarillo. At present, CSUCI's wireless network is available
in a warehouse and is being installed in the library. As buildings on the campus are
renovated the plan is to provide wireless Internet access.
Both universities are building Wi-Fi networks, meaning they are compatible with the
popular 802.1 lb wireless technology.
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2.3 Wireless LAN (WLAN) Campus
A private Michigan university uses Interlink Networks Secure.XS ™ wireless LAN
security software to authenticate and control all users attempting to access two different
networks: the offsite network through wired connections, and the inside campus network
through wireless LAN connections. The university wanted a security solution that would
centralize the management of all network users and record all session activity to allow
departmental charge-backs.
The Secure.XS software is located at the university, and seamlessly interfaces to the
local Internet service provider's Network Access Servers (NASs), authenticating all
network users, and allowing the university to easily manage their user database and
secure the connection.
2.3.1 The Project Overview
The university wanted its local Internet Service Provider (ISP) to be able to access the
security software through a firewall inorder to send its authentication requests, and thus
required that the security software be compatible with and interfaces to the ISP's
network access servers. The network ties to a LDAP user directory, which runs on a
Linux server. The LDAP directory stores all of the users' information about access
rights, session time allowances and departmental roles.
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2.3.2 Requirements
The university needed an authentication solution with the following requirements:
Network Access Control.
• User authentication was needed for all people attempting to connect to the
network via wireless LAN, dial-up, firewall, and tunnel/VPN access. The
university wanted a standards-based solution that would work with existing
equipment and databases - not a proprietary, expensive solution.
Compatibility with theISP's Hardware.
• Since all of the hardware equipment for the dial-in network was located offsite at
the university's local ISP, solution compatibility and integration between that
network and the university's on-site equipment was a major requirement. The
ISP would have to access the security software through the university's firewall,
to be granted authentication and access the user directory.
Easy to Use and Maintain.
• The IT department wanted to manage all network users via a simple, web-based
interface - not through a complex command line-interface that the rotating
network administrators would not know how to use.
Tight Security.
• With students and faculty access the network via multiple wired and wireless
methods, and the ISP needing to proxy authentication requests to the
authentication software to check user's credentials, security and privacy was a
major concern.
-13-
Remote Dial'Up Users Wireless User
Figure 2 : Sample of University Network
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2.4 Wireless vs. Hard-Wired Network Use in Education
By Dr. Sylvia Charp
Wireless local area networks (WLANs) are increasingly being used in education, with
nearly two-thirds of institutions currently using WLANs in school districts. A WLAN is
defined as a local area network, not connected by cables or wires, which uses a wireless
technology to carry information between the nodes of the network. WLANs depend on
the number and configuration of access points for their functionality. Wireless access
points are positioned so students can move desks around during classroom projects and
so teachers can move from room to room. Also, learners can connect their computers
anywhere on campus where there is proximity to an access point.
Benefits of wireless include
• Flexibility. In older buildings, re-wiring is not always an option due to the
physical restrain of the building. Also, existing space may not allow traditional
cabling.
• Ease of use. Installing a WLAN requires less physical work than installing or
adding to a LAN. WLANs have also increased communication and encouraged
spontaneity.
• Mobility. WLANs allow users to move freely around the room, to wherever
access points are in operation.
• Cost. For general use, a WLAN does not save much money. The cost of network
interface cards increases from about $67 for a standard card to about $180 for a
wireless type. However, the overall investment in WLAN is less expensive that
retrofitting cables into old buildings.
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2.4.1 Standards and Security
WLANs have been functioning in recent years using several standards. Recently two
variations of standards are in use for implementing WLANs. IEEE 802.11b, known as
Wi-Fi, is the more mature standard, though it has a relatively slow transmission speed.
The major weakness of the Wi-Fi standard lies in its security, with only very basic
protection of the databeing transmitted.
Arguments for WLANs are most convincing when renovation is needed and the cost of
construction is high. However, the cabled network operates at speeds much faster than
the wireless network. Faster process-ing, more memory, better displays and some degree
of standardization are all listed as advantages of LANs. So, it seems both wireless and





In order to developany projects, propermethodology has to be outlined. Thereare 6
basicphases in doing this project. All the phases are summarized in the table below:
NO. PHASE ACTIVITIES
1. Observation Observation
o Observe the percentage of usage of the
network
o Observe the frequency of network usage
Selection
o Find appropriate title









o Define problem statement, objectives and
scope of study
Information Gathering
o Data collected from various resources
- internet
- books and magazines





o analyze all relevant data
o come up with an idea of how to build a
hotspot
)
4. Design Sketch the design
o Basic diagram of how the network should
look like
o Sketch the process flow diagram
5. Development Build hotspot
o Build the hotspot in UTP according to the
network design
6. Testing Test hotspot |
o Test the efficiency and reliability of the
service
Testing
Table 1 : Methodology
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3.1.1 Analysis
3.1.1.1 Phase 1 - Observation
According to my observation, students find it hard to get connected to the network after
office hours. This is because all the labs are closed after 5 pm. Most of the students can
only have their group project discussion after classes and by the time their classes are
over, labs are already closed. Network is essential to all students regardless whether it is
for purely research or it is for communication purposes. A 24 hours connection should
be provided for the students to access their network. As a solution, since labs cannot be
opened 24 hours a day, hotspot should be built in UTP to overcome this problem. To be
more precise about my view, a small survey was conducted among the students on the
future recommendation for hotspot. List of questions asked is attached at the appendix
section. (1.0 Questionaire).
3.1.1.2 Phase 2 - Preliminary Information Gathering
All the distributed questionnaires were collected to obtain the results of the survey. The
table below shows the summarized results of the survey done.














Table 2 : Results of Survey
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To put things into a clearer view, a bar chart is generated from the data gathered. By
viewing data from the bar chart, the majorityof students wantinghotspot service in UTP
is very high. Below is the bar chart indicating the results of the survey
Chart on Survey Conducted
J-iJ






Figure 3 : Chart about Survey
After gathering sufficient data, mission and problem statement was identified so that the
project will not run out of its scope of study. Once the objectives have been outlined,
research was done according to the scope of study.
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3.1.1.3 Phase 3 - Data Analysis
Once all information about the survey and research done was collected, analyzed the
obtained information to see the relevancy of it to the project. The most crucial part of
deploying a wireless environment will be its security. Ensuring adequate security should
be our main concern. To list a few will be the following
1. ESSIDs
The very first security mechanism will be the Extended Service Set ID (ESSID), which
is a alphanumerical code that is entered into the all APs and wireless clients that
participate onthe same wireless network. Changing the ESSID from its default value is a
good first step towards heightened security. By disabling this broadcast, users either
have to know the network name or have some kind of wireless packet captured software
to derive the information.
2. WEP (Wired EquivalentPrivacy)
Once a computer is granted access to the network, it's important to encrypt the data
since data transmitted in the clear can be sniffed out. 802.11b provides an encryption
mechanism known as WEP. WEP uses either a 64-bit or a 128-bit encryption key and is




Figure 5 : Wireless LAN Security Levels
3.1.2 Design Phase
3.1.2.1 System and User Design
System WEP Bridge awncn
' '
VT,AN
Figure 6 : Process Flow Diagram of the System
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Once the user keys in the username and password as well as the WEP key, it will be sent
to the authentication server to check whether that particular user has an account with
UTP. Their account is basically their MAC address which has been stored in the MAC
address filter. If their MAC address is not listed in the authentication server, then that
particular user is not allowed to access the wireless network. If that particular user has








Figure 7 : Process Flow Diagram of the User
The user of this facility (student of UTP as well as the employees) will have to sign in
order to access the wireless environment. They have to key in their MAC address as well
as the WEP key. If their input is correct, they will be authorized to use the facility and if
their input is wrong, they will not be able to get connected to the wireless environment.










Figure 8 : The structure of the hotspot
The figure above shows the setting of a hotspot. Among the equipments that you need to
have in building a hotspot will be the bridge, switch (bridge communicates with this
switch to reach the server), and computer or laptop equaled with the wireless network
card. Details about the equipments and tools used to build the hotspot will be discussed
later. The access point is basically the heart of creating a hotspot. As, for this project, a
bridge is used and the bridge is assigned to act as an access point. The bridge has to be
configured to follow the 802.11 standards and this bridge will be divided into separate
VLAN. This VLAN will be assigned to individual ports at the switch and the request
will be sentto the server. IN orderto access the server, user authentication andpassword

















Default P Subnet Mask:
Default Gateway:
AP Radio:
Service Set ID (SSID):
Role in Radio Network:




JRoot Access Point j\
^Throughput CRange C Custom
T 2Mb/sec Clients T non-Aironet 802.11
adminl
Apply j OK ,| 'Cahfcel j Restore] qefaijlts
Figure 9 : SampleExpress Setup Page (Bridge)
Output:
1. System Name
2. Configuration ServerProtocol (DHCP)
3. Default IP and IP Subnet Mask
4. Default Gateway







Maximum Number of enabled VLAN IDs:
Native VLAN ID:
Single VLAN ID which allows Unencrypted packets: |0 ; (0=all require encryptic











Figure 10 : VLAN Setup Page
1. VLAN Name
2. VLAN ID
3. Establish WEP key for each VLAN type
4. Create SSID
5. Choose Authentication Type
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If VLANs are not enabled, set Radio Data Enciyption on this page. IfVLANs are enabled. Radio Data
Encryption is set independently for each enabled VLAN through VLAN Setup.
Use of Data Encryption by Stations is: Not Available














WEP Key 1 not set^
"WEP Key 2 not set z.
"WEP Key 3 notset_^_
WEP Key A 1 | not set j^j
Enter 43-bitWEP keys as 10hexadecimal digits (0-9, a-f,orA-F).
Enter 128-bitWEPkeys as 26" hexadecimaldigits (p-9, a-f, or A-F).
This radio supports Encryption for all Data Rates.
Figure 11 : Root Radio Data Encryption Page
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Uptime:6 days, 22:56:46
New MAC Address Filter:
Dest MAC Address:
© Allowed O Disallowed Add
The default settings for multicast andunicast destination MAC addresses transmitted from each network
interface are specifiedon the AdvancedSetup page for that network interface.
Existing MAC Address Filters:
Reffflvte ]
Lookup MAC Address onAuthentication Server ifnotinExisting Filter List? C yes &no
Is MAC Authentication alone sufficient for a client to be fully authenticated? C yes &no
Output :
Afjpvlv0K CaHceu ,R^qv&A)t




Figure 13 : Sketch of prompt interface for input
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Once the user enterthe WEP username andpassword, the information will be past to the
authentication server. If both the WEP key is correct, that user is allowed to visit the
wireless environment. Those who fail to provide the WEP key will not be able to access
the wireless facility.
3.1.3 Testing Phase
Testing will be done using one of the notebook which is equipped with wireless network
card. The network card must detect the signal from the access point in order for the user
to be able to get connected to the wireless environment. The results obtained will
indicate the status of the project.
One example of testing willbe thenetwork diagnosis test. The figure below show the
main page thatprovide the radio diagnosis tests and provide links to the VLAN
Summary Status and SSID statistic pages from accesspoint radios.





Figure 14 : Radio Diagnosis Page
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3.2 Procedure Identification
In this basic procedure identification, all the phases described earlier are included in the
following 3 steps in establishing a hotspot.
Stepl: Location
The first step in setting a location up for Wi-Fi is to install a high-speed broadband
service. There are a number of ways you can subscribe for high-speed internet access,
but the most popular 2 methods are through your existing cable or telephone lines.
Step 2 (a) : WirelessEquipment
The second step - PART A is to purchase wireless equipment. There are 2 items that will
be needed to set up and use a wireless network. First, to set up the 'wireless cloud' you
will need a Wireless Access Point. A wireless access point is simply a device that
connects to your existing high-speed internet modem, and creates a wireless extension
for an area of about 250 - 300 square feet. This is known as the 'wireless cloud' and
represents the area of coverage that one must be in to access the Wi-Fi signal. The
newest access points utilize 802.11G wireless technology, which is the standard wireless
protocol recently ratified by the IEEE.
Step 2 (b): Wireless Equipment
The second step - PART B is to purchase a wireless adaptor. In PART A, the equipment
purchased is necessary to DEPLOY the wireless signal. Now, buy the device that is
necessary to RECEIVE this wireless signal. This is the piece of equipment that will be
installed into your laptop or PDA, to enable it for wireless internet sharing.
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Step 3 : Network Configuration
Thefinal step is to configure the wireless access point and the wireless network adapter.
These are the 2 products purchased in Step 2. The basic set up will go like this: CABLE
OR TELEPHONE LINE »> CABLE OR DSL MODEM --> WIRELESS ACCESS
POINT --> COMPUTER. Usually,one will install and configure the wireless access
point first, by manually entering the relevant wireless network configurations (SSID
Network ID, Channel, WEP Security Key, etc.). Once the access point is configured, one
MUST match these settings onto the configuration utility of the network adapter. This is
the device that installs into the laptop or PDA. When this is configured to match the
access point settings, the hotspot is built.
3.3 Tools
Types of Equipment




1. PC Card Radio
Wi-Fi networks use a radio band to "broadcast" data to other Wi-Fi enabled
equipment and the most common client device is the PC Card Wi-Fi radio. There are
hundreds of variations, but most look like a standard Type II PC Card that slides into
your laptop's PC Card slot. These cards used to be known as PCMCIA (Personal
Computer Memory Card International Association) cards but are now simply called
PC Cards.). AS for this project, I'm using the PC CARd produced by Cisco Systems.
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The protruding end of most Wi-Fi PCCards contains a built-in antenna, usually a
miniature twin that can sometimes spring out to improve coverage. Some of them
have a tiny connector on the end to which you can attach a larger, more powerful
antenna to maximize
On many laptop computers, the software and drivers for these PC Cards are already
built in. If you are using Windows XP, you may find that when you slide in the card,
the drivers and software will load automatically. The computer will then scan the
area to find and log onto the closest Wi-Fi network.
2. Switch (Cisco Catalyst 3550 Series)
The Cisco Catalyst 3550 Series Switch is a stackable, multilayer switch that provides
availability, quality of service (QoS), and security to enhance network operations.
With a range of Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet configurations, the Cisco
Catalyst 3550 Series is a powerful option for enterprise and metro access
applications.
3. Bridge (Cisco Aironet 350)
The Cisco Aironet® 350 Series Wireless Bridge enables high-speed long-range
outdoor links between buildings and is ideal for installations subject to plenum rating
and harsh environments. It is designed to meet the requirements of even the most
challenging applications, with features including:
• High-speed (11-Mbps), high-power (100-mW) radios, delivering building-to-
building links of up to 25 miles (40.2 km)
• A metal case for durability and plenum rating and an extended operating
temperature rating for harsh environments
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• Supports both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint configurations
• Broad range of supported antennas
• Simplified installation, improved performance, and upgradeable firmware,
ensuring investment protection
The bridge uses the DHCP protocol. The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) is an Internet protocol for automating the configuration of computers that
use TCP/IP. DHCP can be used to automatically assign IP addresses, to deliver
TCP/IP stack configuration parameters such as the subnet mask and default router,
and to provide other configuration information such as the addresses for printer, time
and news servers.
4. Hardware
WLAN consist of two main building blocks including an access point that connects




4.1 Wireless LAN Specification
A wireless local area network (Wireless LAN) is a computer network that allows a user
to connect without the need for a network cable. A laptop or PDA equipped with a
wireless LAN card lets a user move around a building with their computer and stay
connected to their network without needing to "plug in" with a cable. The most popular
wireless LAN today is called an 802.1 lb network.
Over here, there are 4 areas of concern which will be:
1. Coverage
Wireless local area networks by definition operate over a small, "local" coverage
area, normally about 100 m in range. They are typically used in buildings to
replace an existing wired Ethernet, or in a home to allow multiple users access to
the same Internet connection. Other wireless LAN coverage areas can include
public hotspot at cafes and libraries.
2. Speed
The 802.1 lb wireless LAN standard transfers data at speeds of up to 11 Mbps,
with typical rates of between 1-4 Mbps, decreasing as more users share the same
wireless LAN connection. The next version, 802.1la, is supposed to transfer
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data at speeds of up to 54 Mbps. However, a potential problem for throughput is
overcrowding of the bandwidth. Many people or businesses using wireless LANs
in the same area can overcrowd the frequency band on which they are
transmitting. Problems with signal interference are already occurring and
airwaves may become overcrowded.
3. Data Security
802.1 lb networks have several layers of security, however there are weaknesses
in all of these security features.
Security can be increased on wireless LANs by using shared key authentication.
This shared key must be delivered through a secure method other than the 802.11
connection. In practice, this key is manually configured on the accesspoint and
client, which is notefficient on a large network withmany users. This shared key
authentication is not considered secure and is not recommended to ensure
security.
Anotherweakness in an 802.11 network is the difficulty in restricting physical
access to the network, because anyone within range of a wireless access point
can send, receive, or intercept frames. WEP (Wired Equivalency Protocol) was
designed to provide security equivalent to a wired network by encrypting the
data sent betweena wireless clientand an accesspoint.
However, key management is a significant problem with WEP. WEP keysmust
be distributed via a secure channel otherthan 802.11. Thekey is normally a text
string that needs to be manually configured on the wireless access point and
wireless clients,which is not practical to a large network. There is also no
mechanism to change the WEP keyregularly, so all wireless access points and
clients use the same manually configured WEP. With several wireless clients
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sending large amounts of data, without changing the WEP key, it is possible to
intercept data traffic and determine the WEP key. This would allow a hacker to
intercept and decrypt the data traffic.
Another problem that has been reported with wireless LANs is that when the
security features are turned on, there are problems with interoperability between
wireless LAN modules from one vendor and wireless LAN access points from
another vendor.
Thus the objectives stated by the author;
• Ways to secure the hotspot (WEP)
• Efficiency of Hotspot (Coverage, speed), was able to be achieved.
4.2 Encryption (WEP)
WEP is an optional encryption standard. According to the protocol, WEP generally uses
a 64-bit RC4 stream cipher. RC4 is a symmetric encryption algorithm, meaning the same
key is used to both encrypt and decrypt the data payload. This encryption key is
generated from a seed value created by combining a 40-bituser defined WEP key with a
24-bit Initialization Vector (IV). The WEP key generally takes the form of a 10-
character hexadecimal string (0-9,A-F) or a 5-character ASCII string, which must be
present on both ends of the wireless transmission. The protocol allows for up to four
concurrently defined WEP keys.
The standard does not, however, currently define how the IV is established, so the
implementation varies by vendor. When an encrypted wireless client starts transmitting
data, the IV can start with a value of zero or another randomly defined starting value,
and generally increments upwards in a predictable manner, with each successive frame.
However, some vendors (such as Cisco)use a more sophisticated, random determination
of the IV.
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WEP encryption is performed at Layer 2 above the MAC sublayer, which means that
only the data payload and header information from higher in the protocol stack are
encrypted. The cipher text is formed from the IV+WEP key combination, the plaintext
and the checksum. A series of WEP-related headers are then appended to the frame,
including the IV value and which WEP key was used. Then other MAC sublayer
information including destination and source addresses, in addition to the BSSID, are
appended as well. All MAC related information in the header is transmitted
unencrypted. The frame is then sent out, at which point the receiver takes the IV,
appends it to the defined key (assuming it matches) and decrypts the payload using the
generated keystream.
Although not yet part of the protocol specification, many 802.11b vendors also support
128-bit RC4 encryption. This requires a 104-bit WEP key (26 character hexadecimal or
13 character ASCII), but uses the same 24-bit IV value. The figure below shows that the
128-bit encrypted implementations from several vendors are interoperable despite the
lack of a standard.
As the name indicates, WEP was never intended to be a panacea for wireless security.
Instead, it was designed to afford security equivalent to that provided by an unencrypted
wired network. Unlike a wired network, to which physical access is limited by access to
the building that houses it, wireless networks are potentially accessible to anyone within






















Figure 15 : WEP Key Example
Over here at this table, there are four different keys and the device is broken into two
different categories; the bridge and the other associate device. The key content will be of
128-bit. Once any of the key is chosen as the transmit key, then the other device will
have to follow the same key. As an example, the bridge's key 1 is selected as the
transmit key, the WEP key 1 on the other device must have the exact same key content.
Only then both the devices will be authenticated to communicate with each other. On the
other hand, the WEP key 4 is set but because it is not selected as the transmit key, WEP
key 4 at the bridge does not need to be set at all. There is no form of security in this
method. The characters entered in the Key Content column are not case-sensitive.
The WEP key was successfully established in the hotspot that was created for the
purpose of prototype. Users have to enter the WEP username and WEP password in
order to get connected to the wireless environment. If the users inputs are not the same






The Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) is a client/server security
protocol created by Lucent Remote Access. RADIUS is an Internet draft standard
protocol. See RFCs 2138 and 2139 for more information on RADIUS.
User profiles are stored in a central location, known as the RADIUS server. RADIUS
clients (such as a PortMaster communications server) communicate with the RADIUS
server to authenticate users. The server specifies back to the client what the
authenticated user is authorized to do. Although the term RADIUS refers to the network
protocol that the client and server use to communicate, it is often used to refer to the
entire client/server system.
Basic RADIUS Functions
The primaryfunctions of RADIUS are authentication, authorization, and accounting.
• Authentication
RADIUS determines whether users are eligible to receive requested services.
Authentication information is stored in either a local users file or database cache, or
accessed from external authentication mechanisms such as a UNIX password file,










Figure 19 : RADIUS Authentication and Authorization
Procedure ofauthentication :
1. The PortMaster prompts bob (user) for his usemame and password, and then
compares the username-password pair to the PortMaster user table.
2. The PortMaster sends an access-request message to the RADIUS server if the
following conditions are met:
Usemame is not found in the user table
Security for the port is set to on
RADIUS settings are configured on the PortMaster
The access-request message contains the information necessary for the RADIUS server
to authenticate the user.
3. The RADIUS server checks its users file to determine if an entry for user bob is
present. For bob's login to be successful, a matching usemame or DEFAULT entry
must be found.
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4. User bob is either accepted or rejected:
- If a matching entry is found in the RADIUS users file, if the password requirement is
met, and if all check items in the users file are matched by additional attributes in the
access-request message, the RADIUS server sends an access-accept message to the
PortMaster indicating that bob has beensuccessfully authenticated. It also sends
authorization information-reply items-about the services bob can access and
configuration information about bob's connection.
-If thepassword request is not satisfied or if other check items-specified in the
RADIUS users file-fail, the RADIUS server sends an access-reject message to the
PortMaster indicating that the authentication attempthas failed. The PortMaster
terminates bob's connection attempt.
Authorization
Authorization controls access to specific services on the network by configuring the
user's session. Once a user is authenticated,RADIUS reports to the PortMaster what a
user is authorized (permitted) to access. For example, userbobmight be authorized to
use the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) for his connection, be assigned IP address
192.168.200.4, and have to filter his traffic using packet filters std.ppp.in and
std.pp.out.
Accounting
RADIUS accounting stores usage information for dial-in users. This information is often
used for billing purposes. When the user is authenticated and the session has been
configured according to the authorization information, an accounting start record is
created. When the user's session is terminated, an accounting stop record is created.
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5.2 Conclusion
Lots of research was done in order to come up with the topic. After gathering some
information about hotspot from other educational institutes like KBU and MMU,
decided that it was time for UTP to come up with this facility for the students to enable
them to be a well rounded person; in the aspect of academy, co-curriculums and
technology as well.
In order to create a hotspot in UTP, a lot of issues have to be considered. The most
important of crucial decision will be the security of the environment. Since it is wireless,
the chances of the data integrity to be violated is very high. Anyone will be able to
access the network so proper protection should be given to the network to avoid it from
being violated. The very first step taken was to create a authentication method by using
WEP for students as well as for the officials in UTP. The usemame and password has to
be specified and accepted by the authentication server before that particular user is given
the liberty to access the network.
The second issue of consideration will be cost of the project. As this is an education
institute, it is one of their main priorities to keep their students updated with the current
technology. Besides, this education institution is along time business and they have to
adapt to changes. Hotspot will be very economical because there will not be much cost
incurred if in case of expanding the current network. Expansion for current wired
environment will be costly because more cables and wires are needed in order to cover
the whole campus network. For environment which is wireless, institute will spend way
less to accommodate network expansion. So, it will be wiser to have hotspot in campus.
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By implementing the hotspot, it is proven that there are advantages of having this
wireless environment. Among the advantages that students will gain through this facility
will be:
- increase in academic performance
- better team workamong students when it comes to group projects
group studies will be encouraged
- easy access to UTP portal anytime, anywhere within the range of the
coverage area to always keep updated about the latest happenings of
campus.
There are a few disadvantages when using hotspot as a form of communication with the
network. Since hotspot operates purely upon radio waves to transfer data, the weather
plays a very important role. If the weather is bad, there will be difficulty in accessing
this facility. It will obstruct the radio signals from reaching the user as well as the access
point which deals with the data transmission. Secondly since this is hardware based, the
tendency for that particular hardware to be stolen is high. Proper protection should be
given so that the hardware will be secured from unauthorized people since the hardwares
used are costly.
As a conclusion, it is necessary for the management of UTP to provide hotspot in UTP
as these technology is in demand by the students. This indirectly can improve the
performance of the students as well as the staffs ofUTP. This project can be a backbone
for future enhancement of hotspots in UTP.
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1. Do you own a computer or laptop or PDA?
• Yes
a No
2. Do you use the network often?
a Yes
a No
3. Is the connection speed satisfying?
• Yes
q No
4. Do you have group meeting in cafes or library after office hours (5 pm onwards)?
a Yes
• No
5. Do you think it necessary to have 24 hours network access in these places
especially cafes and library?
• Yes
a No
6. Will having a wireless network connection in cafes, lecture hall areas and library
help in your group meetings?
a Yes
• No




8. Do you think you'll buy a wireless network card to enjoy the wireless facility?
• Yes
a No
9 Would you strongly recommend for the implementation of this wireless
technology in UTP especially in cafes, library and lecture hall areas?
• Yes
• No
2.0 Network Diagnostic Page
2.1 Main Page
This page provides access to radio diagnostic tests and provides links to the VLAN
Summary Status and SSID statistics pages for access point radios.





Figure 1 : Main Page
2.1 Radio Diagnostics Tests
Home | Map | Nefarork |
Carrier Test:
Associations | Setup | Loys | Help | Uptime: 3days, 04:42:31
Start)
Figure 2 : Diagnosis Page
The carrier test measures the amountof radio activityon each frequency available to the
access point. Use the carrier test to determine the best frequency for the access point to
use. Whenyou conducta carriertest, make sure all wirelessnetworking devices within














Figure 3 : Carrier Test Window
The bar graph on the left side of the window displays the percentage used for each
frequency; the highest current percentage used is labeled on the top left of the graph. In
this example, the highest percentage used for any frequency is 92. The access point's
available frequencies are listed vertically across the bottom of the graph, from 2412 to
2462 GHz. The access point's channel 1 is 2412 GHz, channel 2 is 2417 GHz, and so on
up to channel 11, which is 2462 GHz.
The bar graph on the right side of the window displays the amount of noise on each
frequency. Noise is a measurement of the signal the radio receives when it is not
receiving packets. Even in an environment in which the radio receives a great deal of
noise, it might also receive a strong datasignal. Click Stop Test in the window or on the
Radio Diagnostics page to stop the test.
2.2 Network Port (VLAN Summary Status)
Network Diagnostics
Home I Map |[ N«J«nnrk Associations Setup j Uptime: 4 days, 23:27:31
Name Ethernet* Root Radio Bridge:BR35G West
Status Up Up Up
Max. Mb/s 100.0 11.0 11.0
IPAddr. 10.84.137.71 10.84.137.71 10.84.137.71





wiicastpkts. 33477 1043 114
multicastpkts. 948580 0 589
total bytes 48992558 \56555 131190
errors 0 0 0
discards 0 0 0
fbrwardable pkts. 132981 39171 130
filtered pkts. 0 1303 0
Transmit
wiicastpkts. 45653 1073 117
multicast pkts. 438983 213 773
total bytes 37949231 288969 93564
errors 0 18 0
discards 0 0 0
forwarded pkts. 524980 51601 240
Figure 4 : Network Port Page
Identifying Information and Status
Name—Displays the name of the network interface port. An asterisk (*) next to
the name identifies the port as the primary port for the access point.
Status—Displays one of three possible operating states for the port:
o Up—The port is operating properly.
o Down—The port is not operating.
o Error—The port is operating but is in an error condition.
Max. Mb/s—The maximum rate of data transmission in megabits per second.
IP Address—The IP address for the port. When the access point is set up in
standby mode the Ethernet and radio ports use different IP addresses. Use the AP
Radio Identification page to assign an IP address to the radio port that is different
from the Ethernet IP address.
MAC (Media Access Control) Address—The Media Access Control (MAC)
address is a unique identifier assigned to the network interface by the
manufacturer.
Radio SSID—A unique identifier that client devices use to associate with the
access point. The SSID helps client devices distinguish between multiple
wireless networks in the same vicinity.
Data Received
Unicastpkts.—The number of packets received in point-to-point communication.
Multicastpkts.—The number of packets received that were sent as a transmission
to a set of nodes.
Total bytes—The total number of bytes received.
Errors—The number of packets determined to be in error.
Discards—The number of packets discarded by the access point due to errors or
network congestion.
Forwardable pkts.—The number of packets received by the port that was
acceptable or passable through the filters.
Filtered pkts.—The number of packets that were stopped or screened by the
filters set up on the port.
Data Transmitted
Unicast pkts.—The number of packets transmitted in point-to-point
communication.
Multicast pkts.—The number of packets transmitted that were sent as a
transmission to a set of nodes.
Total bytes—Total number of bytes transmitted from the port.
Errors—The number of packets determined to be in error.
Discards—The number of packets discarded by the access point due to errors or
network congestion.
Forwarded pkts.—The number of packets transmitted by the port that was
acceptable or passablethroughthe filters.
2.3 Ethernet Port
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Figure 5 : Ethernet Port Page
Configuration Information
The top row of the Configuration section of the table contains a Set Properties
link that leads to the Ethernet Hardware page.
• Status of "fecO"— "Fast Ethernet Controller" is part of Motorola's naming
convention for the Ethernet device used by the access point. This field displays
one of the three possible operating states for the port. The added term "primary"
identifies the port as the primary port for the access point. Operating states
include:
o Up—The port is operating properly.
o Down—The port is not operating.
o Error—The port is in an error condition.
• Maximum Rate (Mb/s)—Maximum rate of data transmission in megabits per
second.
• IP Address—The IP address of the port.
• MAC Address—The unique identifier assigned to the access point by the
manufacturer.
• Duplex—The port's duplex setting, either half or full.
Receive Statistics
• Unicast Packets—The number of packets received in point-to-point
communication.
• Multicast Packets—The number of packets received that were sent as a
transmission to a set of nodes.
• Total Bytes—Total number of bytes received.
• Total Errors—-Total number of packets determined to be in error.
• Discarded Packets—Packets discarded due to errors or network congestion.
• Forwardable Packets—Packets received by the port that were acceptable or
passable through the filters.
• Filtered Pac&efa—Packets that were stopped or screened by the filters set up on
the port.
• Packet CRC Errors—Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) errors that were detected
in a received packet.
• Carrier Sense Lost—The number of disconnects from the Ethernet network.
Carrier sense lost events are usually caused by disconnected wiring.
• Late Collisions—Packet errors that probably were caused by over-long wiring
problems. Late collisions could also indicate a failing NIC card.
• Overrun Packets—Ethernet packets that were discarded because the access point
had a temporary overload of packets to handle.
• Packets Too Zong—Ethernet packets that were larger than the maximum packet
size of 1518 bytes.
• Packets Too Short—Ethernet packets that were shorter than the minimum packet
size of 64 bytes.
• Packets Truncated—Corrupt or incomplete packets.
Transmit Statistics
• Unicast Packets—The number of packets transmitted in point-to-point
communication.
• Multicast Packets—-The number of packets transmitted that were sent as a
transmission to a set of nodes.
• Total Bytes—ToteX number of bytes transmitted from the port.
• Total Errors—The number of packets determined to be in error.
• Discarded Packets—The number of packets discarded by the access point due to
errors or network congestion.
• Forwarded Packets—The number of packets transmitted by the port that were
acceptable or passable through the filters.
• Max Retry Packets—Packets which failed after being retried several times.
• Total Collisions—The number of packet collisions that occurred through this
port.
• Late Collisions—Packet errors that were likely caused by overlong wiring
problems. Could also indicate a failing NIC card.
• Underrun Packets—Packets failed to be sent because the access point was
unable to keep up with the Ethernet controller.
2.4 AP Radio Port
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Figure 6 : Radio Port Page
Configuration Information
The top row of the Configuration section of the table contains a Set Properties
link that leads to the AP Radio Hardware page.
Status of "awcO"—awcO (Aironet Wireless Communications) is part of Cisco
Aironet's naming convention for this radio. This field displays one of three
possible operating states:
o Up—The port is operating properly.
o Down—The port is not operating.
o Error—The port is in an error condition.
Maximum Rate (Mbps)—Maximum rate of data transmission in megabits per
second. Data rates set to basic are followed by B.
IP Address—-The IP address of the radio port.
MAC (Media Access Control) Address—A unique identifier assigned to the
network interface by the manufacturer.
SSID—The unique identifier that client devices use to associate with the access
point radio. The SSID helps client devices distinguish between multiple
wireless networks in the same vicinity.
Operational Rates—The data transmission rates supported and enabled by the
access point for communication with client devices.
Transmit Power (mW)—The power level of radio transmission. You can reduce
the transmit power to conserve power or reduce interference. Click Set
Properties to display the AP Radio Hardware page, where you can change this
setting.
Receive Statistics
Unicast Packets—The number of packets received in point-to-point
communication.
Multicast Packets—The number of packets received that were sent as a
transmission to a set of nodes.
TotalBytes—The total number of bytes received.
Total Errors—The total number of packets determined to be in error.
Discarded Packets—Packets discarded due to errors or network congestion.
Forwardable Packets—Packets received by the port that were acceptable or
passable through the filters.
Filtered Packets—Packets that were stopped or screened by the filters set up on
the port.
Packet CRC Errors—Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) errors that were detected
in a received packet.
Packet WEP Errors—Encryption errors received through this port.
Overrun Packets—Packets that were discarded because the access point had a
temporary overload of packets to handle.
Duplicate Packets—Packets that were received twice because an
acknowledgment was lost and the sender retransmitted the packet.
Lifetime Exceeded—Fragmented packets that were dropped because it took too
long to get the next fragment.
MIC Packets—Total number of packets received since system startup and for
which a MIC has been requested to be validated with the MMH algorithm.
MIC Errors—Total number of packets received since system startup that failed
MIC validation with the MMH algorithm.
MIC Sequ. Errors—Total number of packets received since system startup that
failed MIC validation with the MMH algorithm specifically due to sequence
number and duplicate packet errors.
MIC Auth. Errors—Total number of packets received since system startup that
failed MIC validation with the MMH algorithm specifically due to
cryptographic key-mismatch errors.
Transmit Statistics
Unicast Packets—The number of packets transmitted in point-to-point
communication.
Multicast Packets—The number of packets transmitted that were sent as a
transmission to a set of nodes.
TotalBytes—The number of bytes transmitted from the port.
Total Errors—The number of packets determined to be in error.
Discarded Packets—The number of packets discarded by the access point due to
errors or network congestion.
Forwarded Packets—The number of packets transmitted by the port that were
acceptable or passable through the filters.
Max Retry Packets—-The number of times request to send (RTS) reached the
maximum retry number. Click Set Properties to display the AP Radio
Hardware page, where you can set the maximum RTS value.
Total Retries—The total number of retries that occurred through the radio port.
Canceled Assoc. Lost—Packets dropped because a client device lost association
with the access point.
Canceled AID—Packets dropped by a repeater because it roamed to a different
parent during a retransmission attempt.
Lifetime Exceeded—Fragmented packets that were dropped because it took too
long to deliver a fragment.
MIC Packets—Total numberof packets since system startupfor which the access
point has requested MIC to be calculated with the MMH algorithm before being
submitted for transmission.
MIC Errors—Total number of packets which have failed MIC calculation with
the MMH algorithm before being submitted for transmission over this radio
since system startup.
MIC Sequ. Errors—Packets appear to have arrived either very late or out of
sequence. This could be caused by a poor radio link ora replay.
MIC Auth. Errors—-The MIC signature is bad due to a calculation with the
wrong cryptographic key. These errors could be caused by a simple
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Figure 7 : Event Log Page
Display Settings
Use the entry fields and the buttons atthe top of the page to control the event list. Fields
and buttons include:
• Index—Specifies the first event to display in the event list. The most recent event
is 0; earlier events are numbered sequentially. To apply your entry, click Apply
New.
• Number of Events—Specifies the number of events displayed on the page. To
apply your entry, click Apply New.
• Next—Displays earlier events in the log.
• Prev—Displays more recent events in the log.
• Apply New—Changes the display by applying the settings in the Index and
Number of Events fields.
• Purge Log—Permanently deletes all events from the log.
• Additional Display Filters—A link to the Event Display Setup page, where you
can change time and severity level settings.
Log Headings
The event log is divided into three columns:
. Time—The time the event occurred. The log records time as cumulative days,
hours, and minutes since the access point was turned on, or as wall-clock time if
a time server is specified or if the time has been manually set on the access
point.
. Severity—Events are classified as one of four severity levels depending on the
event's impact on network operations. Severity levels include:
o Info (green)—Indicates routine information; no error.
o Warning (blue)—Indicates apotential error condition,
o Alert (magenta)—Indicates that an event occurred which was pre
selected as something to be recorded in the log. Atypical example of an
alert would be apacket error condition. The Station page provides check
boxes that activate reporting of packet errors to and from the station as
alerts in the event log.
o FATAL (red)—An event which prevents operation of the port or device.
For operation to resume, the port or device usually must be reset.
